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The information provided on MVRS TOKEN website does not constitute investment advice, 
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the 
website’s content as such. MVRS TOKEN team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency 
should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your 

financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing MVRS, you agree that 
you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and 
not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the 

token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no 
expectation of any form from MVRS TOKEN and its team. Although MVRS is a community 
driven token for social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly 

recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because 
the team cannot ensure compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you 

are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER



ABOUT MVRS
Meta MVRS Token was created for the 
community of MetaVerse believers. We aim 
to grow our community of holders by 
cutting supply gradually (Token Burn) and 
adding features such as air drops, NFTs and 
our very own Swap technology.



OUR MISSION
Our Mission is to Create the best community that will 

enjoy blockchain technologies and grow a global 
movement that defies the status quo and makes 

profitability intrinsically linked to positive social impact 
and MetaVerse implementations.



OUR VISION



Build
We aim to BUILD the best 

community of MetaVerse believers.

Ignite
We aim to IGNITE the community by 
adding valuable traits to the MVRS 

community Token

Empower
We aim to EMPOWER the community by 
adding value to each and every MVRS 

Token Hodler



TOKENOMICS
2% Donation

We will instantly donate 2% to Mental Health, 
meaning you get to help the community by just 
having MVRS in your virtual wallet! Through this, 
we all contribute to making MVRS the best social 

Token in the world.

Swap Technology development
4% will be allocated to our Swap technology 

development.
Every trade made through MVRS Swap in the 

future will contribute 1% towards automatically 
generating more liquidity

NFT Marketplace development
4% will be contributed to our NFT department. This 
includes our very own marketplace and a team of 

artists.
this feature will help all MVRS Hodlers to earn more 

profits from the project.

15% toward Marketing & Incentives
We want to make sure MVRS gets the proper 

exposure it needs to create a thriving community. 
This fund allocation is used exclusively for 

development and marketing purposes.
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Gradually Burned Tokens 50% 500,000,000,000

Circulation Supply 50% 500,000,000,000

Public Sale & Liquidity 45% of circulation 225,000,000,000

Marketing & Incentives 15% of circulation 75,000,000,000

Mental Health Donation 2% of circulation 10,000,000,000

Swap technology 
Development

4% of circulation 20,000,000,000

NFT Marketplace 
Development

4% of circulation 20,000,000,000

Owners and developers 25% of circulation 125.000.000.000

Advisors and Legal 5% of circulation 25,000,000,000

Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000 



ROADMAP



COLLECT MVRS AND EARN
MVRS creates an in-depth entertainment 
platform consisting of digitally-engineered 
collectible MVRS. Users can truly own MVRS 
and verify their ownership on the blockchain. 
We will bring a multitude of ways to allow our 
users to express themselves, and earn 
rewards.

"Best Social Impact Project on the Blockchain 2021"
Our dev's Mom



● MVRS NFT Coming Soon
● NFT profits go towards donations to support worthy causes 

globally




